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SOCIAL MEDIA CHATTER
IN CHINA
A video of Taiwanese Soldiers Staring At A Chinese Drone
Goes Viral In China And Taiwan: Video of two Taiwanese
staring and throwing rocks at Chinese drone goes viral on
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Chinese platform Weibo. Taiwanese Media soon picked the
video, and several Taiwanese social media users criticized and
called it a "humiliation" for the island's armed forces. They
further urged the defense ministry to increase its
countermeasures against the Chinese drone. In a statement,
the defense ministry stated that it would deploy anti-drone
systems the following year and be placed on the smaller
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islands. Although China has not commented on it, millions of
Chinese citizens have viewed it on social media and made fun
of it.

NEWS IN CHINA
Following the publication of "a letter to Taiwan compatriots,"
the Chinese embassy in Cambodia has received more than ten
requests for assistance from Taiwanese citizens via telephone
and email, the majority of whom are forced to engage in
online gambling, telecommunications fraud, and face
personal restrictions, or have even lost contact, the embassy
revealed exclusively to the Global Times on Thursday. When
the embassy receives information about Taiwanese citizens
seeking assistance, it will immediately activate the rescue
mechanism, instructing them, their family members or
relevant personnel to report to Cambodian police as soon as
possible and provide the embassy with valid information such
as personal information and the location of the people
concerned, according to the embassy in an email response to
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boosting Africa's supply chain
development. Thanks to the Forum on
China-Africa Cooperation, the Belt and
Road Initiative, and other government
efforts, China and Africa have realized
practical cooperation in many areas,
mainly industrial and supply chain
development. According to the report,
deeper Belt and Road cooperation
between China and African countries "will
play an important role in building a more
integrated African continent as well as
connecting Africa to global supply chains."

INDIA WATCH
China's deep relations with African
countries might be a problem for India.
China's developmental projects ensure that
China would get the required permits for
mining activities or to exert political
influence on the continent. India needs to
act soon and expand its investment
projects to exert political influence on the
continent. Moreover, Africa has the
resources that India desperately needs, and
developing investment projects in the
continent will help the country secure
them for an extended period. China's
investment policy ensures that India
remains isolated in case of an economic or
political doldrum. Moreover, India has the
opportunity to expand into the continent

